Automatrics TQA Innovation

Mtrack innovation was highly praised by delegates who
visited Thatcham’s Triple Focus 08 event.
Triple Focus now in its fifth year, provides an excellent
opportunity for Insurers and the security conscious to review
the very latest Thatcham accredited security systems.

The National BikeSafe security advisor from Gloucestershire
Constabulary Mark Godsland was interested to hear how
mtrack could help motorcyclists.
Mr Godsland was advised that Mtrack systems could be
easily armed via a wireless remote control or remotely by the
24/7 mtrack monitoring station.
Any movement would alarm the system, Mtrack can then
report the location of a stolen motorcycle even if hidden
inside a van or garage.
Mtrack was awarded Thatcham Quality Accreditation TQA
029 and TQA 030 for mtrackPro in March 2008.
Kevin Doel from Automatrics explained some of the firsts
achieved by mtrack in Stolen Vehicle Recovery. (SVR).
Mtrack is the first accredited system to be entirely self
powered and to employ phone cell ID location maps
combined with UHF radio beacon location.
Mtrack is also the first system to use private finding agents
SIA accredited First Security.
Paul Stockwell an expert vehicle security consultant who
previously helped set up the requirements for Thatcham
CAT1 and CAT2 apologised for having passed mtrack off
as just another GPS based product.

Mtrack motorcycle suitability was again presented to motorcycle insurers Carole Nash, Harley Davidson and Triumph.
Mr. Stephen Coney, General Manager of the Vehicle
Systems Installation Board was pleased to discover that
mtrack customers requiring VSIB installation could choose
accredited firm TrackNav.
Security representatives from several car manufactures also
viewed the latest innovations from mtrack .
Mtrack visitors felt it important that proactive suppliers such
as mtrack continued to develop and present the latest
security advancements. This provides manufactures with
technology choice ensuring services stay ahead of criminals.

“The mtrack technology appears to have real value as a
tracking and asset monitoring technology”
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